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In the shaggy field











Most of the cedars




Mushroom, Soft Ear, Old Memory,
Root come to tell the air:
bring the Forest Floor along
the valley; bring all that comes
blue into passes, long shores
around a lake, talk, talk, talk,
miles, then deep. Bring that story.
Unfold a pack by someone's door —
wrapped in leather, brought in brown,
what the miles collect.
Leave sound in an empty
house in its own room there,
a little cube hung like a birdcage
in the attic, with a swinging door.
Search out a den: try natural,
no one's, your own, a dirt
floor. Accept them all.
One way to find your place is like
the rain, a million requests
for lodging, one that wins, finds
your cheek: you find your home,
a storm that walks the waves.
You hear that cloak whip, those
chilly hands take night apart.
In split Heaven you see one sudden
eye on yours, and yours in it,
scared, falling, fallen.




PEOPLE WHO WENT BY IN WINTER
The morning man came in to report
that something had crossed the field
in the night during the storm. He heard
ribbons of wind snap at their tether
and a sound like some rider saying
the ritual for help, a chant or a song.
When we went out all we found
were deep, slow tracks in freezing mud
and some sticks tied together hanging
from the lowest branch of the oldest
tree by the river.
While beginning snow eddied and curtained
thicker and thicker, on, we looked.
The grass hurried by, seething, then silent,
brown, all the way to the west, a little
touch-by-touch trail to the mountains.
Our boss turned back: "No.
We canY help them. They sing till
they find a place to winter. They have
tents. They make it, somehow." He
looked off that long way, where
the grass tossed.
Riding home, he told us:
"My people are like them,
over around Grand Prairie — slaves once,
then landowners. Now they pass like
this, and I hear them, because
I wake up and am partly theirs."
He looked at every man, and
he put his hand on the neck of his horse:
"They are our people, yours and mine,
all of us," he said.




In Russia there were three students,
Chaim, Baruch, and Meyer.
"As Maimonides says," said Meyer.
"Speaking of the Flood," said Baruch.
"Etsev," said Chaim, "an equivocal term . . ."
In Spring when the birch trees shine like crystal
and the light is so clear that a butterfly
makes dark strokes in the air,
there came three students of Hebrew
and the girls from the button-factory —
Dvoira, Malka, Rifkele . . .
a mystery, a fragrance,
and a torment to the scholars.
They couldn't have kept a goat, for the milk,
much less the fastidious girls of our province.
*
One night, the red star rising,
a beautiful dream came to Meyer,
a moujik who gave him a kiss,
and he heard a voice say, "Meyer,
and Lermontov, and Pushkin."
Dark roofs of Volhynia,
do you remember Meyer
who went to the University
and later he joined the Communist Party?
Last night I dreamed of Meyer . . .
He turned his head and smiled.
With his hand he made a sign . . .
then his features changed, he was mournful,
and I heard him say in a clear voice,





History to the historian
Is always his story.
He puts the pieces
Of the past together
To make his picture
To make his peace —
Pieces of past wars
Pieces of past peaces.
But don't ask him
To put the pieces
Of the past together
To make your picture
To make your peace.
II
The Holy See is not by any means
the whole sea and the whole sea
so far as one can see is far from holy.
The Holy See is old but how much older
the sea that is not holy, how vastly
older the sea itself, the whole sea.
The Holy See may last a long time longer
yet how much longer, how vastly longer
the whole sea, the sea itself, the unholy sea
9
Scrubbing earth's unecclesiastical shores
as if they never never would be clean
like a row of Irish washerwomen
Washing washing washing away
far into the unforeseeable future
long after the Holy See no more is seen.
III
Henry Thoreau Henry James and Henry Adams
would never have called history bunk
not Henry James not Henry Adams.
Nor would Henry Adams or Henry James
ever have tried to get the boys
out of the trenches by Christmas.
Only Henry Thoreau might have tried
to get the boys out of the bunk out
of the Christmas out of the trenches.
For Henry Thoreau was anti-bunk Henry James
pro-bunk and what shall we say of Henry Adams
except that all four Henry's are now history?
IV
The great Eliot has come the great Eliot
has gone and where precisely are we now?
He moved from the Mississippi to the Thames
and we moved with him a few miles or inches.
He taught us what to read what not to read
and when he changed his mind he let us know.
He coughed discretely and we likewise coughed;
we waited and we heard him clear his throat.
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How to be perfect prisoners of the past
this was the thing but now he too is past.
Shall we go sit beside the Mississippi
and watch the riffraff driftwood floating by?
V
History teaches us that history
never teaches us anything.
Can the teacher be said to teach
if no one ever learns?
History may have tried to teach
us something, may be trying
Now to teach us something
but what do we ever learn
From history except that history





Alan Watts sat down
and invented
a new steam engine.
it ran very slowly,
from evaporation.
2
Or it did not run.
or he invented nothing.
3
Alan Watts sat down
and let a new steam engine
that had never been invented
continue.
4
But he did not let it
he did not have to let it.
5
Alan Watts sat down
in an unseeably turning
wheel of drops and
sun.
6
But this is not true
he was the wheel, drop and sun.
12
7
Alan Watts sat down.
THE FAIR: A FEW
A few blew glass bubbles
and climbed inside
and rolled and laughed in blue
suffocation
But most watched the ventriloquist
who could make even these dead recite
the great reasons for being human
Most followed suit
and took their children on their knees
and made them do the same
But a few sat on the laps of the dead
waiting for the slow hands
to take them by the neck





When the young bury their dead:
Their lamentation is all one color
And the dust they throw on the coffin




ours give off sweat and the oil of bombers
sweat is very much alive and sings
it hasn't any place to hide
bombers do not hope for any resurrection
when they are lost
they lie in some distant jungle
and listen for plutonium angels
14
Dennis Schmitz
A LETTER TO RON SILLIMAN ON THE
BACK OF A MAP OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
I weigh 486 lbs on Jupiter
I can't tell you why
I am crying why
whole ridges of the memory
pull loose this immense gravity
keeps us down
under the slide I discarded first
my old father who weighed more
here on my back a smaller hump somehow
my penis came out
wrong or a strangely distended
heart girls touch for luck I threw
down my weapons too what use
I said poor Aeneas is the afternoon
when distance turns our atmosphere
to frozen gas & shadows the gods give
a discernible half-life
winks by the best
of our instruments the father
Jupiter ate the most promising
of his children the Latin myths say
little that they were not grateful
to the sly Greeks a fallen
city was given curiously foreign
buildings with supports constructed
on heavenly principles Cassandra
for instance screamed & the water-clocks
ran faster in our color-bands
sodium insects & our smaller
life take on a radiance &
become explosive when it rains we know
it is a warning
do not even cry the atmosphere
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is unstable keep it under sawdust wet
with oil the moist armpits & loins
are unstable for our use only
the subtle dust that drifts
down when the last of the fallen memory
settles & Jupiter surrenders
a final disguise for our mothers
were raped & we grow up half-gods in turn
to eat or forget our real origins
Donald Hall
GOLD
Pale gold of the walls, gold
of the centers of daisies, yellow roses
pressing from a clear bowl. All day
we lay on the huge bed, my hand
stroking continually the deep
gold of your thighs and your back.
We slept and woke
entering the golden room together,
lay down in it breathing
quickly, then
slowly again,
caressing and dozing, your hand sleepily
touching my hair now.
We made in those days
tiny identical rooms inside our bodies
which the men who uncover our graves




From "THE SINS OF THE FATHER — HALF SONNETS"
2
Savoy, Pierre, these blue juggernauts fill me with
she feared them for they were attached
"Does this upset you? And this?" It was stretched across
that flagrant nautical tapestry
held the sticky mass up to the light. She turned then, ripping
its beam swept the field
when he cried out: "Provocateur!"
3
her turn: flooding the dam behind her brow
repeat and repeat. Nowhere else
when his stare went limp passing over the casserole
"There is no prestige in the history of opera bouffe
falling, striking busts, and creating an uproar!"
howsoever, the catapult, her relatives pulling up in taxis
stepped into the path of a speeding thigh
17
6
you write: you snap on the light and wake up the bats
close quote — by the time this reaches you I'll have hung up
we gave it a name: St. Epistola of the Sorrowing Felt-tip
with the limp-wristed grace of the French original
(this gum tastes like a member of the european pea family)
DO I HAVE TO SHOUT TO BE HEARD AROUND HERE
"if you and I were dice we'd be snake-eyes"
8
the axiom is negotiable
to be money is to make a bed with wrinkled precedents
one thinks of doubloons and a watery grave. But Oh the
doubloons!
sleep also as currency.
the well-muscled diver is chairman of the board. Then
the joys of a new nude: fresh slim water on which to cast your
leer
just so, Moneyman, a rambling narcissus with his portable pool
18
10
corrective vaginology hampered her rescue operations
afterwards the three car collusion
and that's a natural fact. Next week Rudy and Hilda plan to
skip it; the beach fouled by insurance
drifted into town with only a comb and his mint-clean breath
and then it was up to The Food and Drug Administration
Whales popping Jonahs.
13
(mother-of-pearl hat band with magnolias), coronary souffle
Overtaken on the path back, a flaming spouse, the fool's satchel
and you don't find animals in their homes! Next door
enter billy the pimpled sexton buffing the bridge of His nose.
so, some truss of coals:
wheeled out onto The Sunlight Cannonade
(Memory, finally, an heirloom gown and a pudgy daughter.)
19
Pedro Salinas
TWO POEMS FROM PRESAGIOS
27
This iron chain,
heavy as it is, seems
light to me, I don't feel it.
There's another chain made
of waves, lands, winds,
smiles, sighs,
that binds me I don't know where,
that enslaves me to that master
I don't know, that master . . .
49
I can't see you but I know
you're right there on the other side
of a thin wall
of bricks and lime where
you'd hear if I called.
But I won't call.
I'll call you tomorrow
when not seeing you
makes me think you're still
there close beside me
and that all I need today
is the voice I withheld
yesterday.
Tomorrow when you're
there on the other side






Esta cadena de hierro
que tanto pesa, me es leve
de llevar y no la siento.
Hay otra cadena hecha
de olas, de tierras y vientos,
de sonrisas y suspiros,
que me ata yo no se adonde,
que me esclaviza a ese dueno
desconocido, a ese dueno. . .
49
No te veo, bien se
que estas aqui, detras
de una fragil pared
de ladrillos y cal, bien al alcance
de mi voz, si llamara.
Pero no llamare.
Te llamare manana,
cuando al no verte ya,
me imagine que sigues
aqui cerca, a mi lado,
y que basta hoy la voz
que ayer no quise dar.
Manana . . . , cuando estes
alia detras de una
fragil pared de vientos,




Elevators, like great oaks
rise into the evening, and when they descend
you hardly know yourself.
All night
the fair, shadowed cab light
shone on the trucker's face. If only
he had learned to think like that!
Some extremes, but much benign lack of interest,
for which the heart gradually opens.
. . . patiently working, bringing cattle
from Denver, sorghum, oats,
butter, wheat and pigs from the midwest,
steel bars, the body
with its different nightly smells . . .
He wanted to walk the length of Kansas.
The years had not even been difficult,
but like the stars
he watched from the speeding cab,
spaced unevenly . . .
so many particular events.
22
THE WARS OF ADOLESCENCE
Think of the soul.
The soul thinks entirely of the body.
The body is out walking. The soul, in a silk jacket,
moans for its destructible friend.
The Civil Aeronautics Board leaped into the mountains;
they were seeking a cause.
A dress blew laconically toward them.
It was preceded by teary handkerchiefs, not unlike souls.
Later we compared notes, as at college.
The pilot and crew, having passed up these ridiculous flights,
were out walking.
Suddenly one looked up.
Trembling with anxiety, I looked up your address,
your dress.
Every spring another attempt was made.
23
Denise Levertov
WORK AND INSPIRATION: INVITING THE MUSE
Poems come into being in two ways. There are those
which are — or used to be — spoken of as inspired; poems
which seem to appear out of nowhere, complete or very nearly
so; which are quickly written without conscious premeditation,
taking the writer by surprise. These are often the best poems;
at least, a large proportion of those that I have been "given" in
this way are the poems I myself prefer and which readers, with-
out knowledge of their history, have singled out for praise.
Such poems often seem to have that aura of authority, of the
incontrovertible, that air of being mysteriously lit from within
their substance, which is exactly what a poet strives to attain
in the poems that are hard to write. But though the inspired
poem is something any poet naturally feels awed by and grate-
ful for, nevertheless if one wrote only such poems one would
have, as it were, no occupation; and so most writers, surely, are
glad that some of their work requires the labor for which they
are constitutionally fitted. For the artist — every kind of artist,
and, I feel sure, not only the artist but everyone engaged in any
kind of creative activity — is as enamored of the process of
making as of the thing made.
There is nothing one can say directly concerning the com-
ing into being of "given" or "inspired" poems because there is
no conscious process to be described. However, in considering
what happens in writing poems which have a known history, I
have come to feel convinced that they are not of a radically dif-
ferent order; it is simply that in the "given" poem the same
kind of work has gone on below, or I would prefer to say be-
yond, the threshold of consciousness. The labor we call con-
scious is, if the poem is a good one, or rather if the poet knows
how to work, not a matter of a use of the intellect divorced
From a talk given at the Radcliffe Institute for Independent Study.
"The Son" and "A Man" are from The Sorrow Dance, copyright 1965 by
Denise Levertov Goodman. Reprinted by permission of New Directions
Publishing Corporation.
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from other factors but of the intuitive interplay of various
mental and physical factors, just as in unconscious pre-creative
activity; it is conscious, in that we are aware of it, but not in
the sense of being deliberate and controlled by the rational will
(though of course reason and will can and should play their
modest part too.)
The two manifestations of this underlyingly identical pro-
cess can both occur in the composition of a single poem. Either
sections of a poem emerge //right,/ the first time, while other
sections require much revision; or, as I hope to demonstrate,
many drafts and revisions can prepare the way for a poem
which at the last leaps from the pen and requires little or no
revision, but which is emphatically not simply a final draft and
indeed bears practically no resemblance to the earlier "versions 77
which make it possible. In such a case, conscious work has led
to the unpredictable inspiration.
I have chosen to tell the history of three poems — 77The
Son/ 7 I and II, and "A Man77 — as examples of what happens,
of how the laboriously written poem evolves and how the labor




poem. The choice of
these particular poems was determined by my happening to
have kept all the worksheets for them and also by the fact of
their close connection with each other.
The first of the three to be written was the first 77Son77
poem. The earliest note for it says simply, 77Nik as a presence.
Who he was." This was a reference to an unpublished poem
written almost seventeen years before — in the spring of 1944,
just before the birth of my son. I did not publish this poem
because I came to feel it was too wordy, just not good enough;
but I shall quote it now as part of the story of these later
poems:
One is already here whose life
bearing like seed its distant death, shall grow
through human pain, human joy, shall know
music and weeping, only because
the strange flower of your thighs
bloomed in my body. From our joy
25
begins a stranger's history. Who
is this rider in the dark? We lie
in candlelight; the child's quick unseen
movements
jerk my belly under your hand. Who,
conceived in joy, in joy,
lies nine months alone in a walled silence?
Who is this rider in the dark
nine months the body's tyrant
nine months alone in a walled silence
our minds cannot fathom?
Who is it will come out of the dark,
whose cries demand our mercy, tyrant
no longer, but alone still, in a solitude
memory cannot reach?
Whose lips will suckle at these breasts,
thirsting, unafraid, for life?
Whose eyes will look out of that solitude?
The wise face of the unborn
ancient and innocent
must change to infant ignorance
before we see it, irrevocable third
looking into our lives; the child
must hunger, sleep, cry, gaze, long weeks
before it learns of laughter. Love can never
wish a life no darkness; but may love
be constant in the life our love has made.
My note saying "Who he was" referred to my memory of this
poem, but I had not actually read the poem in several years, so
it is to its general sense of questioning rather than to the spe-
cific words of the poem that I was harking back.
Next on the same piece of paper is the note, "M/s fineness
of face — the lines — the changes out of boy-and-young-man-
hood. A life." Out of these notes all three poems emerged.





Through his childhood swiftly
ran the current of
pain, that men
communicate or lie,
the intelligence behind silence
not always heard.
In hyphenating "He-who-came-forth," making these words in-
to a name or title, I think I may have had American Indian
names obscurely in mind, and with them the knowledge that
in some cultures a true name is gained only after initiation;
and that some Indians achieved identity only after the Big
Dream which established their special relation to life. I may
also have had sounding in me the echo of a poem of Robert
Duncan's, in which he writes: "Wanderer-to-Come-to-the-Se-
cret-Place-Where-Waits the Discovery-That-Moves-the - Heart,"
(from "The Performance We Wait For" in The Opening of the
Field).
In the second draft the first stanza remained, as indeed it
continued to do throughout, unchanged, but I seem to have felt
a need to elaborate the image of the current running through
childhood, the current of knowledge of the human condition,
that men communicate or lie, or one could say, communicate or
die (or as Auden put it, "We must love one another or die") but
that this communication, which at times has to fight its way
through silence, is a hard, hard task. But though my intention
was to make this clearer, I only got so far as to elaborate on the
brevity of childhood:
27
Childhood is very short
and shot through hastily with
gleams of that current
straining to its ... .
This was obviously impossible; the words themselves were
straining; instead of waiting in that intense passivity, that pas-
sive intensity, that passionate patience which Keats named
Negative Capability and which I believe to be a vital condition
for the emergence of a true poem, I was straining to find words;
the word had not found me. The word "'straining/7 however,







his childhood sifted, strained out
to retain
all it held of
pain, energy, lassitude,
the imagination of man
Here the last words were intended to lead into another attempt
at giving a sense of that knowledge of the human condition, the
seed in the child of adulthood, of manhood, which I had tried
to speak of in the first draft. Again it was abandoned, with the
continuing sense that the words were not the right words. The
fourth draft begins to pick up a more concrete sense of the
presence being talked of, how he lives among us:
28
Moving among us from room to room of
the soul's dark cottage
in boots, in jeans, in a cloak of flame no-one
seems to see —
it is
the imagination's garment, that human dress
woven of fire and seagrasses —
how swift the current was,
'childhood/ that carried him here —
In this version appear details that immediately asserted
themselves to me as vivid and necessary and were retained —
"in boots, in jeans, in a cloak of flame" — but also an allusion
I later felt was extraneous, to "The soul's dark cottage," a quote
from the seventeenth century poet Edmund Waller's wonderful
couplet which I have loved since childhood: "The soul's dark
cottage, battr'd and decay'd,/Lets in new light through chinks
which Time hath made." Also in this fourth draft the current,
which in the beginning had been the current of pain running
through childhood, becomes itself the current of childhood, and
the brevity of childhood is expressed as the swiftness of that
current. A variant of this draft says:
How swiftly childhood's
little river carried him here!
and pain — or knowledge of pain, knowledge of suffering — is
spoken of in an image quickly abandoned as seeming senti-
mental:
an injured dragonfly
cupped in his large gentle hands
In retrospect, I don't think this documentary image is in itself
sentimental; but it has the effect of sentimentality in this con-
text because it is digressive and does not bring the occasion al-
luded to directly enough into the poem, but lets it remain an
allusion. Of equal importance in the immediate decision to
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strike it out was the sonically awkward juxtaposition of "in-
jured" and "gentle." I tried the substitution of "tender" for
"gentle" — an injured dragonfly cupped "tenderly" — but no,
the whole thing was going off on a tack much too soft and
pretty for what I wanted.
At this point I tried to get back to the human knowledge:
Man, whose imagination is not
intuition, whose innocence
cannot brace itself for the event
but is gone
over the edge, spared
no twist of joy's knife, never
missing a trick of pain
I was disgusted here with what seemed to me a cheap attempt
to use these wellworn idioms; I felt it was gimmicky.
In the fifth draft I went back to the river image:
How swiftly the little river of childhood
carried him here, a current doubling back
on its eddies only as the embroidery of a
theme,
a life's introduction and allegro!
Already heavy with knowledge of
speech and silence,
human perhaps to the point of excess,
of genius —
to suffer and to imagine
This version was abandoned because the musical allusion was,
once more, a digression, an irrelevancy. In my sixth draft I
went back yet again to write out all I had so far that seemed
solid and right: the first stanza, "He-who-came-forth," and the
second, which now changed to
30
Moves among us from room to room of
our life
instead of "the soul's dark cottage," and from which the "cloak
of flame" I had spoken of him wearing along with boots and
jeans was now elaborated as:
This mantle, folded in him throughout
that time called childhood (which is
a little river, but swift)
flared out, one ordinary day,
to surround him —
— pulled out of his pocket along with
old candy wrappers
a cloak
whose fire feathers are
suffering, passion, knowledge of speech,
knowledge of silence . . .
Now here, with the becoming aware of those old candywrap-
pers, I believe I was on the right track, but I didn't know it, for
in a seventh draft I went back partially to "the Soul's dark cot-
tage:"
Little shafts of day




In the eighth draft the flame enwrapping him becomes a
fine flame, and those shafts of light coming through the chinks
become first "the harsh light we live in" and then "common
light." I was getting close to a resolution. This process had
been going on for some days by this time, and in order not to
confuse you too hopelessly I have omitted reference to a num-
ber of variant words in some drafts. The eighth, and as it
31
proved, final version, took place, as it had to, in a state where
without further effort the elements I now had on hand seemed
to regroup themselves, and the concrete evidence of the thing
finally seen, instead of strained after, entered the picture. In
this final draft I got back to my established particulars and was
led, from the candywrappers, to see the curls of dust that gather
in the corners of pockets, and to realize how treasures are trans-
ferred from one garment to another — and this cloak of flame
was after all a treasure. Instead of any disquisition on the na-
ture of the cloak of flame, I now felt I could depend on the con-
text to imply this; that is, it is stated right away that He-who-
came-forth has turned out to be a man, yet the jeans and boots
and candywrappers suggest youth; and though the cloak of
flame is something he has had from the beginning, it is only
now that it is unfurled. The fact that "no one seems to see it"
is modified to "almost unseen in common light" — have you
ever looked at a candleflame in hard morning light, almost in-
visible? I now had a poem that seemed complete in itself
though reduced from my original intentions — or rather, my
dim sense of its possible scope; and some of my sense of its
being complete came from my recognition of its sonic structure,
the way certain unifying sounds had entered it: the m of man
leading directly to the m of moves, flame echoing in lain, and
the err sounds of wrappers, transferred, curl, unfurled, which
bind the center of the poem, actually unfurling in the f's, open
a,
s'







Moves among us from room to room of our
life
32
in boots, in jeans, in a cloak of flame
pulled out of his pocket along with
old candywrappers, where it had lain
transferred from pants to pants,
folded small as a curl of dust,
from the beginning —
unfurled now.
The fine flame
almost unseen in common light.
Yet, in trusting that the image of the cloak of flame would pull
its own weight though unqualified, unsupported, and would im-
ply its meaning as a human and personal potential coming into
play, I had cut too drastically from the poem any sense of the
capacity for suffering inherent in this potential. I was eventual-
ly to come to the second "Son" poem by way of a realization of
this lack. But meanwhile, something familiar but always ex-
hilarating occurred; the wave of energy which had built up dur-
ing the writing of one poem led me directly into another. The
note about the lines on a face and "A life," written on the same
piece of paper as "Who he was" but referring to a man in the
middle of life, was mnemonic for a complex of feelings I had
long been carrying.
My first try at this poem was dull and explanatory:
A man dreams and
interprets his dreams
A man makes
fictions, but he passes
from making fictions on into
knowledge, into
laughter and grief.
And in the margin I wrote, "the dreams of animals pass unin-
terpreted." This was just an attempt to warm up, a casting
about for a clue. The second draft began by picking up from it:
33
A Man is what
imagines the world, imagines
what imagines the world.
He can weep
for not having wept,
he laughs
helplessly at what is not, it is
so funny.
But then this draft got involved in an irrelevant conceit:
Seven long years ago
they stole little Bridget —
thy soul, man! O,
what deep lines
are dug in thy cheeks
by all She has undergone,
and you standing
so still, you thought,
on the one spot those
seven minutes!
What had happened here was that the fact that seven years
before, certain troubles had occurred in the life of the man I was
writing about, and that their repercussions had continued ever
since, made me think both of the seven-year units of biological
growth and change of which I had read, and of the mythological
importance of the number seven. Seven years and a day is
often the period of trial in fairy tales; Thomas the Rhymer
found he had passed seven years in Elfland when he thought it
was but a day; and in the poem by William Allingham, a nine-
teenth-century Irish poet, which I had quoted, or rather mis-
quoted, little Bridget is stolen by the fairies for seven years. My
conceit identified her with the soul, and tried to convey the idea
that the soul's experiences, even those that remain unconscious,
mark the face with expressive lines, though the consciousness
may suppose that no change and development have been taking
place. Both the conscious and unconscious living of the inner
34
life, living it and not denying it, are essential to human value
and dignity; yet we undervalue the inner life at times when the
outer life of action and achievement does not synchronize with
it; so that the man of whom I was writing had spoken of him-
self in anguish as having been at a standstill for seven years,
because his outer life seemed baffled. The last lines of this
draft:
How fair the dark




comment on the visible effects of inner experience, trying to say
that the endurance of suffering, the acceptance of the trials of
the soul, even though the life of action in the external world
seems at a standstill, is what gives a man his human beauty.
Feeling that the introduction of legend seemed (though in
fact it happened naturally) too recherche, especially since when
Bridget returns to the world she cannot live there but dies of
sorrow at all that has changed during her absence, my third
draft of this poem tried to be more direct but was only prosy:
'Living a life' is what gives
the beauty of deep lines
dug in your cheeks
Not what you have done but
what seven years and seven
or seven again gather
in your eyes, in the
And at that point the poem was put aside for a day or so; I felt
baffled and dejected. But in this period of rest or at least of
inaction, the force of creative intuition had a chance to take
over. All the explicit elements I have mentioned retired into
some quiet place in my mind; and what emerged, complete save
for a single word, was the poem "A Man" as it now stands.
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A MAN
'Living a life' —
the beauty of deep lines
dug in your cheeks.
The years gather by sevens
to fashion you. They are blind,
but you are not blind.
Their blows resound,
they are deaf, those laboring
daughters of the Fates,
but you are not deaf,
you pick out
your own song from the uproar
line by line,
and at last throw back
your head and sing it.
Instead of the alien presence of Little Bridget, instead of ab-
stract references to seven-year units, I was given a vision of
"the years" embodied as figures that I think are at once more
personal and more universal. The facts about them revealed
themselves as I envisioned them — their blindness, their deaf-
ness, their brutal laboring persistence. In the third stanza I
first wrote them down as "craftsmen," but I looked again and
saw they were female figures, resembling the fates, the norns,
and also the muses;* and then I suddenly knew that they were
not the fates themselves but the years, the daughters of the
fates. When the vision is given one, one has only to record.
And with visions, as with dreams, comes some knowledge of
what it is one is seeing. If one is a poet, then the envisioning,
the listening, and the writing of the word, are, for that while,
* I may have had some unconscious recollection of the Days in Emer-
son's poem of that title.
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fused. For me (and I hope for the reader) this poem bodies
forth the known material that led to it. Its images could not
have been willfully created as mere illustrations of a point. But
in mulling over what I knew I felt and thought I had stirred up
levels of imagination, of things I did not know I knew, which
made it possible for the poem to emerge in metaphor and find
its songlike structure.
There was a lapse of some weeks between these two and
the writing of the second "Son" poem. A friend's criticism and
my own rereading of "The Disclosure" made it clear to me how
insufficient it was, how I had not implied but witheld some of
its proper content. I felt the remedy to be a second part, a con-
tinuation, rather than a refashioning of what I had already writ-
ten. I found myself, while I pondered the problem, contem-
plating a woodblock self-portrait my son had made not long
before. What I had before me was not only the print but the
actual block of wood with its carved-out surface. Looking at it,
I came to realise that "The Disclosure" told only that the boy
had begun to wear his heirloom, manhood, and said nothing
of his nature. This particular boy-becoming-man moved me
for special reasons, after all; reasons which had nothing to do
with his being my son, except in so far as that meant I knew
something about him. What I was moved by was the capacity
for suffering that I had become aware of in him, the suffering
for instance of the painful silences of adolescent shyness in a
rather conscious and not merely frustrated way; and by the way
such experience was beginning to be made over in creative acts.
No doubt the writing of "A Man" had intensified this realiza-
tion for me. This time the first image, which again remained
the central image of the poem although in this case the words
changed, was concerned with the woodblock.
Knives bring forth from the wood
a man's face, the boy's face in his
mind's eye, weeping.
This was immediately followed by some lines that were dis-
carded and never reappeared in subsequent drafts:
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His horseplay,
his loud laughter — their vibrations
still shake some nervous bell
down under, hung in a fern tree —
The idea here was that his childhood was still so recent that the
vibrations of it had only reached Australia, and still had enough
force to swing a bell there. I am ignorant in scientific matters
and perhaps had misunderstood something I had read about the
movement of soundwaves and their long life; and my abandon-
ment of this image was a result not only of recognizing its di-
gressiveness — its focussing attention on a side-issue — but of
my sense that perhaps it was in any case merely fanciful.
The next draft brought in the action of making the wood-
block:
He hacks a slab of wood with
fine knives and there comes into being
a grim face, his vision of his own face
down which from one eye
rolls a tear — his own face
in the manhood his childhood
so swiftly has led to, as a
small brook hastens
into the destiny of a river.
As you see, I had returned to the river image that had been so
persistent in the first poem and yet had been dropped from it
in the end. But the rhythms of this draft were wrong. In suc-
cessive drafts, which I will spare you as the changes in them
are small and confusing, the following revisions were made:
"hacks" was excessive and became simply "cuts." "Fine" was
omitted as an unnecessary qualification for "knives." The force
of "hacks" goes into "violently," and the "fineness" of the
knives into "precise," so that "violently precise" says both
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things together. "Grim" ("a grim face") became first "criss-
crossed with lines of longing, of silences endured" and eventual-
ly "downstrokes/ of silence endured." On the same principle
of condensation, synthesis, concretion, "his vision of" becomes
"visioned" and "hastens" becomes the more active, particular,
visually suggestive "rockleaping." The more vivid and specific
a term is, the more extensive its possibilities of reverberation in
the responsive mind. This is the essential meaning of William
Carlos Williams' dictum that the universal is found only in the
local. However, in one of the discarded drafts it was men-
tioned that the boy as a child had liked to draw fantastic inven-
tions on graph paper; this was changed to "poster paints,"
which he had, of course, also used at one time, because in this
instance the unique particular seemed likely to be relatively dis-
tracting, while poster paints are a widely shared and associa-
tive medium that nearly everyone remembers using or has seen
their children use. A clause saying that the man's face in the
woodblock was "incised as the boy's inward eye/ presages" was





He cuts into a slab of wood,
engrossed, violently precise.
Thus, yesterday,
the day before yesterday,
engines of fantasy were evolved
in poster paints. Tonight
a face forms under the knife,
slashed with stern
crisscrosses of longing, downstrokes




down which from one eye
rolls a tear.
His own face
drawn from the wood,
deep in the manhood his childhood
so swiftly led to, a small brook rock-leaping
into the rapt, imperious, seagoing river.
The resolution of the image of the "little river of childhood' 7 in-
to the lines which end the finished poem came, once more, by
way of a clearer, deeper, seeing of the metaphor: once I knew
and recorded the way the little river, the brook, leaps over its
rocks as it nears a greater stream, I was given the vision of the
great river's rapt and majestic presence.
To conclude, I wish to point out that the process I have
described does not take place in a condition of alert self-obser-
vation. When I looked through my worksheets I remembered
what I had been doing, what I thought I was after, in each case;
but the state of writing, although intense, is dreamy and sen-
suous, not ratiocinative; and if I had thrown away the work-




THE NIGHT OF THE SAME
On the night of the same
we were washing our hands
when the detail came
across the sands
and grounded their arms
at the order called
as the tap ran cold
to our working hands.
At the death of the same
we were writing home;
when the bulletin came
with our hands like stone,
though the night was warm,
we were writing words;
until we heard
we were writing home
on the night of the same,
and we heard his end,
and the relatives came
across the sand
and lifted their arms
and asked for him,
and the light grew dim




Though you say you love me,
you'd make a rag
of my shirt, my favorite
shirt, which you've never
liked and I love
with its flaming green,
red, orange, and yellow
brown squares. Too colorful
and two sizes too
large — you'd say since
I bought it — and
sunburnt and all
faded and bleached
in the washing machine,
pocket and collar worn,
sleeves and tails pointed
in suggestive style.
And now the back
is torn as if it had
been stabbed and you'd
cut it up to dust
the floors or furniture
or something just
because the shirt
is old and cannot be
worn, is useless.
But the shirt is not
a rag. So I've soaked . .
it in gasoline and
stand in the backyard
in the middle of the night
watching my favorite
















a leg drawn up to the body.
With my left or
my right hand I try
to find the lost
connection.
Slowly
in the hot room














ruht auf einer fremden
Hautflache.
Ein Torso ist
ohne Gedachtnis fiir ein
an den Leib gezogenes Bein.






an den Wanden die Bilder.
Die wortlose Berichtigung
von Beziehungen




The pleasure of day
and night
the chin pressed
on the breast or raised
and alive
on the whole body.
Acquaintances go by
with an inner security.
The outside world grows
easy
hours true as gold
collecting lists of things
one would like, full
of beautiful subterfuge.
No one sees through
their game, except
the light that changes
(as we all know) except
the strange future
that falls into the house.
TAG UND NACHT
Der Genuss von Tag
und Nacht,
das Kinn auf die Brust
gedriickt oder erhoben






Stunden, treu wie Gold,
Wunschzettel sammelnd,
voll schonem Vorwand.
Es sieht ihnen keiner
ins Spiel, bis auf
das Licht, das wechselt,
wie bekannt,
und sonderbare Zukunft,




This time it came in the afternoon
and not, as always before,
at night.
It came again, but even in daylight
I still could find no name for it.
This time it seemed yellow.




Sullen after a quarrel over nothing,
both of us stubborn, again about nothing,
we came through a strange village.
The twilight was mixing manure and milk
in front of the cowsheds.
Under the roof of the barn we saw
a farmhand splitting wood,
saw the ax and heard it striking,
heard for a long time behind us
the stillness, the ax, the stillness, the ax
as it struck.
AM NACHMITTAG
Diesmal kam es am Nachmittag
und nicht wie sonst immer
in der Nacht.
Es kam wieder, doch ich fand
auch am Tage keinen Namen dafiir.
Diesmal schien es gelb.




Verdrossen nach dem Streit um nichts,
Rechthaber du und ich um wiedernichts,
kamen wir durch das fremde Dorf.
Die Dammerung mischte Jauche und Milch
vor den Stallen.
Wir sahen unterm Scheunendach den Knecht
am Spaltstock,
sahen das Beil und horten es eintreffen,
horten noch lang hinter uns




It would be easy for me to describe the street,
the embassy building, flag and coat of arms,
the rhododendron at the entrance,
even the scant moss in the gutter.
It would be easy for me —
Here comes a briefcase,
an umbrella,
a tail-coat with a decoration,
a fur,
a livery
and here comes a sub-machine gun,




Es ware mir leicht, die Strafie zu beschreiben,
das Botschaftsgebaude, Fahne und Schild,
den Rhododendron am Portal,
auch das geringe Moos im Rinnstein.
Es ware mir leicht —
Da kommt eine Aktenmappe,
ein Regenschirm,
ein Frack mit einem Orden,
ein Pelz,
eine Livree
und kommt eine Maschinenpistole,




Water, and the cost of living, have been rising.
The scalloped-winged butterfly clings to the leaf
and will not fly. This is the American season,
against which the tide of public opinion is moving.
In these Mexican mountains, writing by flashlight,
the lightning a curse on the head of the morning,
I address the lovelorn, the muses and politicians
to wish them new objects for their affections.
For too many quarrelsome marriages have been preserved,
and too many dishonest men have written about writing,
and too many holders of office have shut their doors
to the lovers, authors and reformers who needed work.
The Mistress
She rode a long buss to a quarrelsome marriage,
from which she derived children's pleasures and
the pleasures of children, but nothing from outside.
She has a recipe for left-overs, and a cure for heartburn.
The Poet
You were copyrighting the horses, when your favorite
horse ran out of color. You were amused to see such sport;
you had a highly-developed sense of multiple choice.
You had good manners and a schedule, but no moral.
The Politician
The machine squawks at the encroachment of civility.
It is a model of categories and "thinks," but not well.
The machine suggests you destroy the small countries.
Lady Godiva advises you to get dressed, she might as well.
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My son, in my undershirt, walks the night like an angel
to explain his nightmare in which all the armies fought,
and so much is believable in the words of this child
who has always a point to make about parenthood or youth.
The storm has frightened him into fresh narrative
and he has a name for a giant fish he will catch,
if permitted. The backfiring buses jam the passes
to market, and the fish grows in the lightning.
The huge reptile is amorous, aesthetic and political
and needs coaxing, but may suffer itself to be caught.
So while thunder, water and the tin roof clap, we fish




Because — and already I falter, there are always reasons.
Because the pictures hang crooked, I wanted to say, but I don't
continue the sentence. Because I was born — and then — and
then. Really, you can omit the main clauses, they don't go far,
don't even go near.
The tulips turn to the wall, perhaps just to this wall, just
these tulips, it's abnormal. Because the pictures hang crooked,
but that's how everything is connected, you feel yourself classi-
fied, leg to leg, a magic spell, we all come from Merseburg.*
Even the raven in the courtyard of the castle, later other
cities too, Wessobrunn, which is actually a village. The raven
stole and a servant was executed, an accident, a connection. No
one understands why subsequent ravens do penance for it, but
it's customary.
Now it's noon, because the bells ring, because the sun is
at its highest point, all these arrangements. It's good that it's
noon, that finally gets us to the afternoon. School's out and
you eat barley soup, two bowls if you like. In other places
they eat other soups, somewhere they even eat young ravens,
they're supposed to taste like pheasants.
Meanwhile, Thor and Wotan are riding to the wood, in all
weathers, from all dwellings. They leave the tulips on the wall,
the pictures crooked, everything sets itself right, like the foot
of their horse. We are left behind, at best we can step just
outside the door and listen for a ringing, for nothing, it sur-
renders, finally, because we were born — and then — and then.
translated by
Stuart Friebert




Weil— hier stocke ich schon, immer gibt es Begrundungen.
Weil die Bilder schief hangen, wollte ich sagen, aber ich setze
den Satz nicht fort. Weil ich dann und dann geboren bin.
Wirklich, die Hauptsatze kann man weglassen, sie gehen nicht
weit, gehen nicht einmal nahe.
Die Tulpen drehen sich zur Wand, vielleicht nur zu dieser
Wand, nur diese Tulpen, es ist ungewohnlich. Weil die Bilder
schief hangen, aber so bleibt alles im Zusammenhang, man
fiihlt sich geordnet, Bein zu Bein, ein Zauberspruch, wir kom-
men alle von Merseburg her.
Auch der Rabe im Schlosshof, spater auch andere Stadte,
Wessobrunn, was freilich ein Dorf ist. Der Rabe stahl und ein
Diener wurde hingerichtet, ein Zufall, ein Zusammenhang. Man
sieht auch nicht ein, warum spatere Raben dafiir biissen, aber
es ist iiblich.
Jetzt ist es Mittag, weil es lautet, weil die Sonne am
hochsten steht, all diese Verabredungen. Es ist gut, dass es
Mittag ist, so sind wir endlich im Nachmittag. Die Schule ist
aus und man kann eine Hafersuppe essen, wenn man will zwei
Teller voll. An andern Orten isst man andere Suppen, irgend-
wo sogar junge Raben, sie sollen Fasanen ahnlich sein.
Inzwischen reiten Thor und Wotan zu Holze, bei jedem
Wetter, aus alien Wohnungen. Sie lassen die Tulpen an der
Wand, die Bilder schief, es renkt sich alles ein wie der Fuss
ihres Pferdes. Wir bleiben zuriick, treten hochstens vor die
Haustiir, und horchen auf ein Gelaut, auf garnichts, es ergibt




The land is an ark, full of things waiting.
Underfoot it goes temporary and soft, tracks
filling with water as the foot is raised.
The fields, sodden, go free of plans. Hands
become obscure in their use, prehistoric.
The mind passes over changed surfaces
like a boat, drawn to the thought of roofs
and to the thought of swimming and wading birds.
Along the river croplands and gardens
are buried in the flood, airy places grown dark
and silent beneath it. Under the slender branch
holding the new nest of the hummingbird
the river flows heavy with earth, the water
turned the color of broken slopes. 1 stand
deep in the mud of the shore, like a stake
planted to measure the rise, the water rising,
the earth falling to meet it. A great cottonwood
passes down, the leaves shivering as the roots
drag the bottom. I turn like an ancient worshipper
to the thought of solid ground. I was not ready for this
parting, my native land putting out to sea.
Right: Inscribed stone.
Ian Hamilton Finlay in association with Maxwell Allan,














Signpost Poem. Painted wood. Ian Hamilton Finlay.






Tomas Transtromer seems to me the best poet to appear in
Sweden for some years. He comes from a long line of ship-
pilots who worked in and around the Stockholm Archipelago.
He is at home on islands. His face is thin and angular, and
the swift, spare face reminds one of Hans Christian Anderson's
or the young Kierkegaard's. He has a strange genius for the
image — images come up almost effortlessly. The images flow
upward like water rising in some lonely place, in the deep fir
woods.
Swedish poetry tends to be very rational, and therefore
open to fads. Swedish magazines often fill themselves with
abstract hallucinatory poetry, typewriter poetry, alphabet po-
etry — poems that are really the nightmares of overfed lin-
guists, of logical positivists with a high fever. Transtromer,
simply by publishing his books, leads a movement of poetry in
the opposite direction, toward a poetry of silence and depths.
Transtromer, who was born in 1930, published his first
book, 17 Poems, in 1954. His next book. Secrets on the Road,
contained 14 poems, and he published that four years later. In
1962, after another gap of four years, he published Half-Fin-
ished Heaven, with 21 poems, 52 poems in all in about ten
years. With many English and American poets, this number of
poems is considered to be about six months' work. In 1968 he
published a new book. Resonance and Foot-Tracks. The first
17 poems were enough for him to be recognized by many critics
as the finest poet of his generation.
Tomas Transtromer's independence also shows itself in his
choice of work. He does not teach, or edit for Bonniers. He
was for some years a psychologist at the boys' prison in Lin-
koping. He has recently moved to Vasteras, where he does
somewhat similar work. He is married, and has two daughters.
The boys he counselled at Linkoping evidently retain a lively
impression of him. Someone sent me a clipping from Sweden
recently, which recounted the adventures of a youth who had
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escaped a short time before from the Linkoping prison. It de-
veloped that he registered in various Swedish hotels and motels
as "T. Transtromer, psychologist/'
One of the most beautiful qualities in his poems is the space
we feel in them. I think one reason for that is that the four or
five main images which appear in each of his poems come from
widely separated sources in the psyche. His poems are a sort
of railway station where trains that have come enormous dis-
tances stand briefly in the same building. One train may have
some Russian snow still lying on the undercarriage, and an-
other may have Mediterranean flowers still fresh in the com-
partments, and Ruhr soot on the roofs.
The poems are mysterious because of the distance the im-
ages have come to get there. Mallarme believed there should
be mystery in poetry, and urged poets to get it, if necessary, by
removing the links that tie the poem to its occasion in the real
world. In Transtromer's poems, the link to the worldly occa-
sion is stubbornly kept, and yet the poems have a mystery and
surprise that never fade, even on many readings. He is surely





Night, I drive through a tiny town, the houses step
into the headlights — they're awake now, they want a drink
of water!
Houses, barns, nameposts, deserted two wheel trailers — how
full of life they seem! Human beings sleep:
Some can sleep peacefully, others have tense faces
as though in hard training for eternity.
They don't dare to let go even in deep sleep.
They wait like lowered gates while the mystery rolls past.
The road sweeps on again through the forest.
Trees, trees, silent, in some pact with each other.
Their colors are melodramatic, like timber in fires!
How clear every leaf is! They follow me all the way home.
I lie nearly asleep, glimpsing images and unknown
signs rising by themselves behind the eyelids
on the wall of the dark. In the slot between sleeping and
waking
a large letter tries to get in without quite succeeding.
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NOCTURNE
Jag kor genom en by om natten, husen stiger fram
i stralkastarskenet — de ar vakna, de vill dricka.
Hus, lador, skyltar, herrelosa fordon — det ar nu
de iklader sig Livet. — Manniskorna sover:
en del kan sova fridfullt, andra har spanda anletsdrag
som om de lag i hard traning for evigheten.
De vagar inte slappa allt fast deras somn ar tung.
De vilar som fallda bommar nar mysteriet drar forbi.
Utanfor byn gar vagen lange mellan skogens trad.
Och traden traden tigande i endrakt med varann.
De har en teatralisk farg som finns i eldsken.
Vad deras lov ar tydliga! De foljer mig anda hem.
Jag ligger och ska somna, jag ser okanda bilder
och tecken klottrande sig sjalva bakom ogonlocken
pa morkrets vagg. I springan mellan vakenhet och drom
forsoker ett stort brev tranga sig in forgaves.
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LAMENTO
He lays the pen aside.
It lies there without moving.
It lies there without moving in empty space.
He lays the pen aside.
So much that can neither be written nor kept inside!
His body is stiffened by something happening far away
though the curious travelling kit beats like a heart.
Outside, the late spring.
From the foliage a whistling — people or birds?




Moths settle down on the pane:
small pale messages from the world.
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LAMENTO
Han lade ifran sig pennan.
Den vilar stilla pa bordet.
Den vilar stilla i tomrummet.
Han lade ifran sig pennan.
For mycket som varken kan skrivas eller fortigas!
Han ar lamslagen av nagot som hander langt borta
fast den underbara kappsacken dunkar som ett hjarta.
Utanfor ar forsommaren.
Fran gronskan kommer visslingar — manniskor eller faglar?
Och korsbiirstrad i blom klappar om lastbilarna som kommit
hem.
Det gar veckor.
Det blir langsamt natt.
Malarna satter sig pa rutan:
sma bleka telegram fran varlden.
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OPEN AND CLOSED SPACE
With his work, as with a glove, a man feels the universe.
At noon he rests a while, and lays the gloves aside on a shelf.
There they suddenly start growing, grow huge
and make the whole house dark from inside.
The darkened house is out in the middle of the April winds.
"Amnesty," the grass whispers, "amnesty."
A boy runs along with an invisible string which goes right up
into the sky.
There his wild dream of the future flies like a kite, bigger than
his town.
Farther to the north, you see from a hill the blue matting of fir
trees
on which the shadows of the clouds
do not move.




OPPNA OCH SLUTNA RUM
En man kanner pa varlden med yrket som en handske.
Han vilar en stund mitt pa dagen och har lagt ifran sig
handskarna pa hyllan.
Dar vaxer de plotsligt, breder ut sig
och morklagger hela huset inifran.
Det morklagda huset ar mitt ute bland varvindarna.
"Amnesti" gar viskningen i graset; "amnesti".
En pojke springer med en osynlig lina som gar snett
upp i himlen
dar hans vilda drom om framtiden flyger som en drake
storre an forstaden.








[Reading Blake in a cowshed during a typhoon on an island
in the East China Sea]
Cloud — cloud — cloud hurls




flail half down the length of the floor
Bamboo hills
bend and regain;
fields follow the laws of waves.
puppy scuds in wet
squats on the slat bed
— on the edge of a spiral
centered five hundred miles southwest.
Reading in English:
the way the words join
the weights, the warps
I know what it means.
my language is home.
mind-fronts meeting
bite back at each other,
whirl up a Mother Tongue.
one hundred knot gusts dump palms








taste it; how it
Feeds the brain.
LOVE
Women who were turned inside-out
Ten times over by childbirth
On the wind-washed lonely islands
Lead the circle of obon dancers
Through a full moon night in August
The youngest girl last;
Women who were up since last night








(Buried in the Old Military Cemetery
at Eagle, Alaska)
Woman whose face
is a blurred map of roots,
I might be buried here
and you dreaming in the warmth
of this late northern summer.
Say I was the last
soldier of the Yukon,
my war fought out
with leaves and thorns.
Here is the field;
it lies thick with horsetail,
fireweed, and stubborn rose.
The wagons and stables
followed the troopers
deep into soil and smoke.
When a summer visitor
steps over the rotting sill
the barracks floor
thumps with a hollow sound.
I have not heard the voice
of my captain
for more than sixty autumns.
It grows quieter and lonelier
here by a river whose only travel
is driftwood and ice.
Summer and winter the town
sleeps and settles,
history is no more than sunlight
on a weathered cross.
The picket fence sinks
to a row of mossy shadows,
the gate locks with a rusty pin.
Stand there now
and say that you loved me,
that I will not be forgotten
when a ghostwind
drifts through the canyon
and your years grow deep
in a snow of roses and stones.
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about the availability of photos
and postcards of his concrete
poems, and in some cases the
works themselves, should be ad-
dressed to the Press.
ROBERT FRANCIS is the author
of Come Out Into the Sun (poems)
and The Satirical Rogue on Poetry
(prose), both published by the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Press. He
lives in Amherst, Mass.
JOHN HAINES, who has lived in
Alaska since 1947, has sold his
homestead and is planning to
move south. He is at work on a
new book of poems, the first since
Winter News.
DONALD HALL's poem "Gold”
will be in The Alligator Bride
(poems new and selected), pub-
lished this fall by Harper and
Row.
LOUIS HAMMER teaches philoso-
phy at Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute, Troy, N. Y. He is the au-
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thor of Bone Planet (Kayak books)
and is preparing a collection of his
poems that have appeared in vari-
ous magazines. He is completing
a book on the philosophy of art
and recently finished writing a
play.
KARL KROLOW's latest collection,
recently published by Suhrkamp, is
entitled Alltagliche Gedichte. The
poems printed here have not ap-
peared previously.
PEDRO SALINAS was an out-
standing member of the Spanish
Generation of 1927, along with
Garcia Lorca and Jorge Guillen;
his La voz a ti debida is considered
to be the most important book of
love poetry in XXth century His-
panic Literature. A Civil War ex-
ile, he died in Boston in 1951.
These translations are from his
first book; W. S. MERWIN has
projected a book-length selection
of Salinas' poems.
DENNIS SCHMITZ has published
The Rescue, his first collection. He
teaches at Sacramento State Col-
lege.
STEPHEN SHRADER is co-author
of Macaroons, a book of collabor-
ations with Raymond DiPalma
(Doones Press, 1969). A long
poem of his will appear in Quickly
Aging Here— Some Poets of the
70's, edited by Geoff Hewitt, to be
published by Doubleday-Anchor
this November. He teaches at the
University of Hawaii.
LOUIS SIMPSON is the author of
Selected Poems (Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1965). At present he is
working on a prose book that is a
mixture of autobiography and criti-
cism, and also a new book of
poems.
ROBIN SKELTON has been active
as a poet, critic, editor, anthologist,
translator, and teacher. His most
recent publications include: Se-
lected Poems 1947-1967 (McClel-
land & Stewart, Toronto), An Irish
Album (Dolmen Press) and The
Selected Poems of Georges Zuk.
He is on leave this year from the
University of Victoria, B.C.
GARY SNYDER's newest collection
of poems. Regarding Wave, was
published this last summer by The
Windhover Press (Iowa City).
Suwa-no-Se Island, the setting of
the poem "LOVE/' which appears
in this issue, is the subject of an
essay in his new prose collection.
Earth House Hold (New Directions,
1969).
WILLIAM STAFFORD'S fourth col-
lection of poems. Allegiances, is
scheduled for publication by Har-
per & Row in 1970.
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